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Fort Worth, TX   March 6, 2012 

 

On Thursday March 8
th
 the Rachel Ray Show will feature a segment of an upcoming 

episode of HGTV’s Curb Appeal, which features NT Windows VividColor™ Color 

Matched Replacement Windows.  In the episode, one special neighborhood is selected to 

receive a host of makeovers to enhance the overall curb appeal of the block.  

 

Considered by many as the ultimate home makeover block party, Curb Appeal is headed 

up by well known designer John Gidding.  On the show John and his team come into a 

neighborhood and treat homeowners to a heavy dose of design transformations that make 

the neighborhood shine and leave the homeowners beaming with pride. 

 

“Curb Appeal represents what our window and door products are all about,” said Ryon 

Ray, Chief Operating Officer of NT Window.  He added, “Adding value and curb appeal 

to our customer’s homes and the neighborhood is a huge benefit of replacing. Not to 

mention, the energy saving and increased comfort experienced when adding high 

performance products to your home.” Once viewing the segment, the audience will get to 

see first hand the beautiful rich color of the windows John Gidding selected for the main 

home makeover for this project.  Taking advantage of NT Window’s VividColor™ 

Exterior Color System, homeowners like those in the episode are able to get windows 

that are just the right color match for their home’s exterior.  This gives customers more 

design choices when it comes to replacing old windows and doors in their homes.   

 

While NT Window provided the windows for the main project, they were in fact installed 

by Brennan Enterprises who is an authorized NT Window dealer.  Ray went on to add 

“We enjoyed working with Brennan Enterprises on this project.  Brennan Enterprises 

does a great job providing homeowners with great products and service.  Through our 

partnership and mutual efforts we have also been able to work with them in multiple 

charitable events.” 

 

While the air date of the full Curb Appeal: The Block episode has yet to be announced, 

the Rachel Ray Show will feature a segment March 8
th
 for those who want to catch a 

sneak peek of what went on with the makeovers on the show.  Viewers should check their 

local listings for airtimes. 

 

For more information about NT Window products and the VividColor™ System visit 

www.ntwindow.com  
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